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REPORT  ITU-R  SA.2425-0 

Studies to accommodate spectrum requirements in the space operation service 

for non-geostationary satellites with short duration missions 

(2018) 

1 Introduction 

This Report responds to invites 1 in Resolution 659 (WRC-15) described below and studies the 

spectrum requirements for telemetry, tracking and command in the space operations service for non-

GSO (NGSO) satellites with short duration missions. The companion Report ITU-R SA.2426-0 was 

used as a source of technical characteristics of such missions. 

Resolution 659 (WRC-15) calls to study the spectrum needs for telemetry, tracking and command in 

the space operation service for NGSO satellites with short duration missions, to assess the suitability 

of existing allocations to the space operation service and, if necessary, to consider new allocations. 

Resolution 659 (WRC-15) invites ITU-R: 

1 to study the spectrum requirements for telemetry, tracking and command in the space 

operation service for the growing number of non-GSO satellites with short duration missions, 

taking into account No. 1.23; 

2 to assess the suitability of existing allocations to the space operation service in the frequency 

range below 1 GHz, taking into account recognizing a) and current use; 

3 if studies of the current allocations to the space operations service indicate that requirements 

cannot be met under invites ITU-R 1 and 2, to conduct sharing and compatibility studies, and 

study mitigation techniques to protect the incumbent services, both in-band as well as in 

adjacent bands, in order to consider possible new allocations or an upgrade of the existing 

allocations to the space operation service within the frequency ranges 150.05-174 MHz and 

400.15-420 MHz. 

Resolution 659 (WRC-15) considering a) states “that the term “short duration mission” used in this 

Resolution refers to a mission having a limited period of validity of not more than typically three 

years”. Therefore, the term “short duration mission” is not directly tied to the lifetime of the 

spacecraft. For example, a single spacecraft with a lifetime of less than typically three years, where 

the operator does not launch a replenishment or replacement spacecraft, is a short duration mission. 

However, in the case of a (or multiple) spacecraft with a lifetime of less than typically three years, 

where the operator launches a (or multiple) replenishment or replacement spacecraft(s) such that the 

operator has a persistent frequency assignments longer than typically three years, is not a short 

duration mission. 

To assist in determining the requirements for short duration NGSO operations, the Technical 

University of Berlin (TU Berlin) compiled information, both space and ground segments, of existing 

and planned small satellite systems (i.e. nanosatellites and picosatellites as discussed in Report ITU-

R SA.2312). Spreadsheets (one for the ground segment and one for the space segment) containing 

this data are attached in Annex 2 and Annex 3 respectively. Therefore, it is noted that some of the 

systems contained in the database represent satellites with missions exceeding the three-year period 

of validity criterion established in Resolution 659 (WRC-15). 
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2 Technical and operational characteristics of NGSO satellites with short duration 

missions 

Technical and operational characteristics of NGSO satellites with short duration missions are 

described in Report ITU-R SA.2426-0. 

3 Assessment of spectrum requirements 

Invites 1 of Resolution 659 (WRC-15) calls for the study of the spectrum requirements of Telemetry, 

Tracking and Command (TT&C) of NGSO satellites with short duration missions, taking into account 

the definition of the space operation service under RR No. 1.23 which states that the space operation 

service is “A radio communication service concerned exclusively with the operation of spacecraft, in 

particular space tracking, space telemetry and space telecommand.”  

It should be noted that these TT&C functions will normally be provided within the service in which 

the space station is operating. 

According to a questionnaire, 93% of the responding participants who plan short duration missions 

have indicated that they plan to perform TT&C operations in bands below 1 GHz. The questionnaire 

does not identify the radiocommunication service in which the service links of these space stations 

operate in and if TT&C could be performed in this radiocommunication service. 

Statistics contained in the questionnaire contained in Annex 1 to this Report only represent the actual 

use of the bands by short duration NGSO systems in a certain region, since there were only a limited 

number of responses received on this matter from other regions. 

3.1 Expected number of NGSO satellites with short duration missions 

Future trends of short duration missions may be assumed to, at a minimum, maintain launch numbers 

following historical trends. 

3.1.1 Short duration mission satellites launched between 2000 and July 2017 

An analysis of satellite launches over the period of 2000 to July 2017 shows that the number of 

satellites launched over this period has increased. 

Table 1 of Report ITU-R SA.2312 provides the typical mass for nanosatellites to be less than 10 kg 

and a mission duration (which is directly linked to the period of validity) of less than three years. A 

study was performed to determine the amount of satellites with a mass between 1 kg and 10 kg 

launched over the period from the year 2000 up to July 2017 in order to validate the assumed number 

of satellites. This study is based on data available in the public domain. 

It has to be noted that some of the satellites in the mass range considered are part of coordinated 

constellations, therefore the study has made an attempt to distinguish between satellites part of 

constellations and satellites that are not part of a constellation. Figures 1 and 2 show the study results, 

presenting the number of satellites launched per year within the mass range of 1 to 10 kg. Figure 1 

presents these statistics for “single” satellites and Fig. 2 presents these statistics for satellites which 

are part of constellations. 
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FIGURE 1 

Number of satellites launched per year, mass range 1 to 10 kg – single satellites 

 

FIGURE 2 

Number of satellites launched per year, mass range 1 to 10 kg – satellites part of constellations 

 

A number of observations can be made when analysing these statistics: 

1 The number of satellites with short duration missions launched into non-GSO orbits has 

increased significantly over the time period 2010 to July 2017. 

2 Constellations of satellites in the mass range considered in the study have only appeared since 

2013. 

3 Of the single satellites, on average approximately 60 satellites have been launched per year 

since 2013. 

Commercial constellations of small satellites typically have a period of validity of the associated 

filing which is much longer than three years since the operator files a system once and then 

replenishes the satellite hardware in space. Therefore, it is not realistic to assume that satellites part 

of these constellations fall under the short duration NGSO category. 
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On the basis of this recent trend, it could be reasonably anticipated to expect new launches for any 

given year in the near future to at least maintain levels seen in the previous three years and total active 

satellite missions maintain on the order of at least 300 satellites. 

3.1.2 Expected number of short duration mission satellites in operation (per year) between 

2017 and 2030 

Based on the observations in the previous section, it could be reasonably anticipated to expect new 

launches for any given year in the near future to at least maintain levels seen in the previous three 

years. This means that a total number of at least 3*60 = 180 short duration NGSO satellites must be 

sustained during any time window spanning three years. However, it is expected that the number of 

short duration mission satellites will grow in the near future. Therefore, it would be appropriate to 

assume that a worst case number of 300 satellites would need to be accommodated simultaneously. 

This accounts for an average population growth of 60 new satellites per year and also provides 

sufficient margin to take variations of the number of satellites launched into account. 

3.2 Spectrum requirements analysis 

A set of general input simulation parameters used for spectrum requirements analysis are given in 

Table 1 below. 

NOTE ‒ There are no SOS Earth-to-space allocations below 1 GHz that are not subject to RR No. 9.21 and 

therefore the uplink frequency parameters of 149 MHz and 450 MHz have been used as input simulation 

parameters. 

TABLE 1 

Input simulation parameters 

Characteristic group Parameter Value 

Frequency 
Downlink frequency 137.5 MHz and 401 MHz 

Uplink frequency 149 MHz and 450 MHz 

Orbit 

Orbital altitude 300-1000 km, using the following distribution: 

(300-500): 59%; (500-750): 38%; (750-1000): 

3%, uniform distribution inside each bin 

(Source: TU Berlin Satellite Database, see 

Annex 2) 

Inclination 0-100 degrees, using the following distribution: 

(0-40): 5% (40-60): 45%; (60-90): 5%; (90-100) 

45%, uniform distribution inside each bin 

(Source: TU Berlin Satellite Database, see 

Annex 2) 

Mean anomaly 0-360 degrees, using a uniform distribution 

Argument of periapsis 0-360 degrees, using a uniform distribution 

Right ascension of the 

ascending node (with 

respect to the prime 

meridian) 

0-360 degrees, using a uniform distribution 

Eccentricity 0 
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TABLE 1 (end) 

Characteristic group Parameter Value 

Transmission scheme 

Earth-to-space direction 

(uplink) 

Once a day during the largest time in which the 

satellite is in the earth station visibility cone 

Space-to-Earth direction 

(downlink) 

1 Continuous while the satellite is in the earth 

station visibility cone 

and 

2 Once a day during the largest time in which 

the satellite is in the earth station visibility 

cone that day 

Earth station antenna 

radiation pattern  

Per Rec. ITU-R F.699-7 (tracking antenna) 

Earth station antenna gain  12 dBi at VHF, 16 dBi at UHF 

Earth station system noise 

temperature 
 

500 K max at UHF; 1500 K max at VHF 

Space station antenna 

type  

Omnidirectional 

Space station antenna 

gain  

≤ 3 dBi 

Space station antenna 

pattern  

ND-SPACE 

Space station system 

noise temperature  

500 to 1 000 K 

Protection criteria  Per Rec. ITU-R SA.363-5 

Simulation duration  7 days 

Time step  10 s 

Number of satellites 

considered  

300 

Earth station deployment 
 

To be taken from TU Berlin small satellite 

database (see Annex 3) 

Number of earth stations 

per satellite  

1 

Number of satellites per 

earth station  

1 

 

3.2.1 Method for selection of system parameters for use in simulations 

The system parameters used in the simulations are based in the majority on the latest values (agreed 

at the time of this Report) in Table 1 above and also additional parameters as necessary from Report 

ITU-R SA.2312 ‒ Characteristics, definitions and spectrum requirements of nanosatellites and 

picosatellites, as well as systems composed of such satellites. For some technical parameters that are 

not specified in these two sources, examples of real existing systems, systematically compiled, are 

used to determine general trends for those parameters. 

An example of a supplementary source of system parameter information, consulted to develop the 

tables, was a database developed by the Technical University of Berlin’s Department of Aeronautics 

and Astronautics. The table contains 568 small satellites launched from the year 2000 to 2016. Out 

http://www.itu.int/pub/R-REP-SA.2312
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of these systems, more than 500 use or used links below 1 GHz. The table is a useful compilation of 

orbital parameters, however, there still exist many gaps on the transmission parameters which are 

required for a comprehensive interference analysis with the objective of this section’s undertaking. 

However, the data can be used for assumptions on the distribution of orbital parameters. 

Spectrum needs for a single system can be determined from specific operational technical 

requirements through link budget analysis. Moreover, multiple systems utilizing overlapping 

co-channel frequency bandwidths have the potential to interfere with each other. Therefore, this set 

of co-channel operations imposes a limitation on total supportable systems operational within a given 

bandwidth. The saturation of the given bandwidth can be determined by comparing the statistics of 

interference signal levels with relevant regulatory protection criteria. Specifically, a method to 

determine the amount of TT&C spectrum required for a volume of short duration NGSO missions is 

to determine how many simultaneous operations may be sustained in co-channel operational 

bandwidth of spectrum (BW) on a non-coordinated basis and to multiply that ratio (BW(kHz) divided 

by the number of satellites) times the number of such satellites which might be expected to operate 

simultaneously in a given region. This will be called the baseline sustainability factor. 

It is important to note that spectrum efficiency engineering/management techniques such as code-

division and time-division multiple access (TDMA, CDMA), as well as orbit planning, and ground 

segment coordination should substantially increase the maximum supportable number of satellites for 

the given bandwidth. A new sustainability factor may be determined by incorporating such 

techniques. 

That factor may reasonably be expected to exceed the baseline factor. However, it is noted that there 

does not appear to exist any ITU-R guidance specifically available for achieving satellite load 

capacities using these techniques. There does however exist ITU-R regulatory guidance for limiting 

interference power for space operations service as discussed below. 

Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5 contains guidance on frequencies, bandwidths and protection 

criteria for space operation systems. Section 5.5 of that Recommendation specifies the following 

criteria: 

Uplinks: 

“For space stations carrying out space operation functions, the ratio of signal power to total 

interference power in any 1 kHz band should not fall below 20 dB for a period exceeding 1% of the 

time each day.” 

Hence, for the uplink direction, the guidance indicates that the C/I should not fall below 20 dB for a 

period exceeding 1% of the link time each day. 

Downlinks: 

“For earth stations carrying out space operation functions, above 1 GHz, the total interference power 

at the receiver input in any 1 kHz band should not exceed −184 dBW for more than 1% of the time 

each day; below 1 GHz, this value may be increased by 20 dB per decreasing frequency decade.” 

Table 2 lists the actual values of the protection criteria used in the downlink direction at the simulation 

frequencies of 137 and 401 MHz taking into account the 20 dB per decade increase of the interference 

power spectral density (PSD) threshold. The PSD values in Table 2 are determined by linear 

interpolation between 1 GHz and 100 MHz (one frequency decade). 

http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-SA.363/en
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TABLE 2 

Downlink threshold interference PSD levels calculated  

using Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5 at 137 MHz and 401 MHz 

Frequency (MHz) 137 401 

PSD threshold (dBW/kHz) −166.7 −176 

PSD threshold (dBW/Hz) −196.7 −206 

 

3.2.2 Simulation approach for populating the satellite and earth station sample set 

A dynamic simulation environment was developed taking into account the parameters listed in 

Table 1 as well as the RF characteristics as agreed in the Report ITU-R SA.2426-0. This simulation 

assumes 300 uncoordinated satellite-earth station combinations, and serves to determine the amount 

of satellite-earth station combinations which can operate co-frequency while not violating the 

protection criteria given by Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5. 

Based on the distribution in the Table, a set of 300 satellites and their corresponding orbits are created. 

Second, 300 earth stations are distributed. The distribution is based on the actual distribution of small 

satellite earth stations according to the TU Berlin database and the ITU SNS database. Out of these 

databases, for each satellite only one filing per location was selected. For example, when for a given 

satellite there were earth station assignments for two or more different services or multiple 

frequencies, the earth station was nevertheless only inserted once in the distribution. This method 

allows simulation of a currently realistic environment, since most existing earth stations are 

distributed over the United States of America, Europe and parts of Asia rather than uniformly over 

the whole world. Rather than population density weighting as initially agreed, the actual earth station 

locations from the TU Berlin database were taken as inputs as this was understood to be the most 

realistic. Figure 3 shows the earth station distribution. 

FIGURE 3 

Earth station distribution for simulation 

 

http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-SA.363/en
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After creating the earth station distribution, the 300 satellites are linked to the 300 earth stations from 

the TU Berlin database by means of random permutation pairs. 

Finally, the RF characteristics as contained in the Report ITU-R SA.2426-0 are attributed to each 

satellite and earth station. For the earth station antenna gain pattern, a pattern according to 

Recommendation ITU-R F.699 is assumed, furthermore assuming that the antenna is tracking such 

that the maximum gain is always directed at the satellite associated with that respective earth station. 

Figure 4 shows the earth station antenna gain as a function of the off-axis angle, assuming a 12 dBi 

maximum gain on VHF frequencies, and 16 dBi maximum gain on UHF frequencies. 

FIGURE 4 

Earth station antenna gain patterns at 137 MHz (12 dBi maximum gain) and 401 MHz (16 dBi maximum gain) 

 

3.2.3 Simulation approach in the space-to-Earth direction 

An orbit propagator based on a Keplerian orbit model propagates the satellite orbits. When the 

satellite is above the minimum elevation angle of 5 degrees the range of each satellite to the earth 

station is determined. The angle of the satellite-earth station vector for the satellite associated with a 

particular earth station (the wanted link) is set to 0 degrees, assuming a tracking earth station antenna 

and no pointing error. If other satellites have co-visibility to the earth station under consideration, and 

have visibility to their own associated earth station, the range of these satellites to this earth station is 

determined. The (off-axis) angle of the satellite-earth station vector for each of these satellites is 

determined as well and stored for later use in the interference calculations. 

Based on the above calculation of the range and off-axis angle of the satellite-earth station vectors, 

the aggregate received interference PSD (denoted by the symbol I0) received by each earth station is 

calculated for each time step. After that, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 

interference PSD is calculated. CDF calculations are performed for two emission scheduling 

scenarios as outlined in Table 1: 

1 Continuous while the satellite is in the earth station visibility cone. 

 In this case, the aggregate interference power spectral density statistics are determined over 

the total active link time. 

http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-F.699/en
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2 Once a day during the largest time in which the satellite is in the earth station visibility cone 

that day. 

 In this case, the aggregate interference power spectral density statistics are determined over 

the largest time in which the satellite is above the minimum elevation of 5 degrees for each 

day in the simulation out of the total of seven simulation days. 

An example for the space-to-Earth direction considering 10 satellite-earth station combinations can 

be found in Fig. 5. The red dotted lines indicate the interference PSD threshold as specified by 

Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5, in this case for a frequency of 401 MHz. Finally, for each earth 

station in the simulation, it is determined whether the threshold is exceeded. This data is then passed 

on for further statistics processing. 

FIGURE 5 

Example of aggregate interference PSD statistics from emissions of NGSO SD satellites at the earth station  

(space-to-Earth direction) 

 

3.2.4 Simulation approach in the Earth-to-space direction 

A similar calculation as in the space-to-Earth direction is performed, but this time, the received carrier 

power (denoted by the symbol C) at the output of each satellite antenna is calculated for the wanted 

links. Furthermore, the aggregate interference power (denoted by the symbol I) at the output of each 

satellite antenna is determined. 

CDF calculations are performed for one emission scheduling scenario as outlined in Table 1: 

1 Once a day during the largest time in which the satellite is in the earth station visibility cone 

that day. 

 In this case, the aggregate interference PSD statistics are determined over the largest time in 

which the satellite is above the minimum elevation of 5 degrees for each day in the simulation 

out of the total of seven simulation days. 

An example plot of the cumulative distribution of the C/I for a simulation with 10 satellite-earth 

station combinations is given in Fig. 6 for the Earth-to-space direction. 

http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-SA.363/en
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FIGURE 6 

Example of C/I statistics at NGSO SD satellite from emissions of earth stations (Earth-to-space direction) 

 

3.2.5 Processing of simulation results 

A single simulation run consists of a number n of satellite-earth station pairs. For each value of n 

ranging from 2 to 40, a total of 100 simulation runs is performed, each run taking a new random 

selection from the sample set of 300 pairs. 

For each simulation run, the amount of earth stations or satellites (depending on the link direction 

simulated) at which the protection criteria of Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5 are exceeded is 

calculated and stored. Upon completion of the simulation for a particular value of n, the number of 

runs in which the protection criteria is exceeded for at least one satellite-earth station pair is 

determined and subsequently stored. 

3.2.6 Simulation results 

A total of six overall simulations were performed in accordance with the simulation parameters 

contained in Table 1. Table 3 lists the simulations which have been run. 

TABLE 3 

Simulation overview 

Simulation Direction Frequency band Wanted link active during 

1 s-E 137 MHz All passes 

2 s-E 401 MHz All passes 

3 s-E 137 MHz Longest pass per day 

4 s-E 401 MHz Longest pass per day 

5 E-s 148 MHz Longest pass per day 

6 E-s 450 MHz Longest pass per day 

 

Simulation results can be found in Figs 7, 8 and 9. 

http://www.itu.int/rec/R-REC-SA.363/en
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FIGURE 7 

Simulation results for simulations 1 and 2 
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FIGURE 8 

Simulation results for simulations 3 and 4 
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FIGURE 9 

Simulation results for simulations 5 and 6 

 

For each Figure, the upper plots show the percentage of earth stations or satellites at which the 

protection criteria are exceeded as a function of the number of satellite-earth station combinations. 

As indicated before, there are 100 runs for every n pairs of satellite-earth station combinations. The 

vertical axis in these plots indicates the percentage of pairs for which the protection criteria are 

exceeded for each run, represented by a cross. Note that some of the 100 crosses can be on top of 

each other, which is not visible in the plot. 

The lower plots show the percentage of simulation runs out of the total of 100 runs in which the 

protection criteria are exceeded for at least one satellite-earth station pair. 

Two observations can be made: 

1 The simulation results show only a small difference in the results between the VHF and UHF 

frequency ranges. 

2 The protection criteria could be exceeded for the case of two satellite-earth station pairs, for 

example in Simulation 1. On the other hand, for eight satellite-earth station combinations in 

Simulation 1 there are still runs showing no violation of the protection criteria, although the 

vast majority of runs do give a violation of the protection criteria for this number of satellite-

earth station combinations. If the visibility of the randomly picked earth stations overlap, 

violation of the protection criteria is almost certain. If the distribution is such that there is 
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little overlap, there can also be cases where the protection criteria are not exceeded. In 

practice, due to coordination, the actual value of co-existing satellite-earth station 

combinations could be somewhere between these values, since interference issues can at least 

partially be resolved by means of coordination. Furthermore, it is expected that some of the 

300 satellite-earth station combinations will be in centrally-controlled multi-satellite (and 

earth station) systems, in which spectrum use is coordinated and thus efficiencies are gained. 

Taking Simulation 2 into account, a reasonable assumption could be that the protection criteria may 

be exceeded in between 30 to 50% of the simulation runs. This means that 70 to 50% of the simulation 

runs had no interference events that exceed the protection criteria. 

Table 4 summarizes the spectrum requirements for a set of 300 satellite-earth station combinations 

assuming that the protection criteria may be exceeded in 30% of the simulation runs, and Table 5 

summarizes the spectrum requirements for a set of 300 systems assuming that the protection criteria 

may be exceeded in 50% of the simulation runs. In these tables, the spectrum requirement value is 

determined by dividing the total number of satellite-earth station combinations (300) by the number 

of satellites which can operate co-frequency, and multiplying the result by the necessary bandwidth 

per satellite (25 kHz). 

As an example of how to calculate the spectrum requirement based on the simulations results one 

could consider the example where for 30% of the simulation runs the protection criteria was exceeded 

for the 137 MHz space-to-Earth scenario and emission schedule such that the satellite transmits 

during the total time it is in the earth station visibility cone. Then from Fig. 7 lower left the number 

of pairs which can operate co-frequency is determined to be equal to 3. This translates to a spectrum 

requirement of 300/3 times 25 kHz equals 2.5 MHz. 

TABLE 4 

Spectrum requirements for 300 short duration NGSO satellite-earth station combinations, 

violation of 30% of simulation runs 

Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Frequency (MHz) 137 401 137 401 148 450 

Direction space-to-

Earth 

space-to-

Earth 

space-to-

Earth 

space-to-

Earth 

Earth-to-

space 

Earth-to-

space 

Time criterion Total 

time in 

visibility 

cone 

Total 

time in 

visibility 

cone 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Amount of satellite – earth station 

combinations which can operate co-

frequency (baseline sustainability factor) 

3 3 8 8 8 9 

Spectrum requirement (MHz) 2.5 2.5 0.938 0.938 0.938 0.834 
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TABLE 5 

Spectrum requirements for 300 short duration NGSO satellite-earth station combinations, 

violation of 50% of simulation runs 

Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Frequency (MHz) 137 401 137 401 148 450 

Direction space-to-

Earth 

space-to-

Earth 

space-to-

Earth 

space-to-

Earth 

Earth-to-

space 

Earth-to-

space 

Time criterion Total 

time in 

visibility 

cone 

Total 

time in 

visibility 

cone 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Longest 

time in 

visibility 

cone per 

day 

Amount of satellite-earth station 

combinations which can operate 

co-frequency (baseline sustainability 

factor) 

4 4 12 12 11 11 

Spectrum requirement (MHz) 1.875 1.875 0.625 0.625 0.682 0.682 

 

3.2.7 Validation of simulation results in the Space-to-Earth direction 

An additional analysis, using the same input parameters but a different, independent simulation 

environment was performed to validate the simulation results. 

Out of the 300 satellite-earth station combinations, a number of m = 2 satellite-earth station 

combinations are randomly chosen. One system is the wanted satellite-earth station link, the other one 

is a possibly interfering link. According to the protection criteria in Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5, 

the interference of the system for a frequency of 401 MHz should not exceed  

−176 dBW/kHz during more than 1% of the link time (−166.76 dBW/kHz for 137.5 MHz). Therefore, 

the percentage of time in which this threshold is exceeded is calculated. Since the calculation highly 

depends on the random pick of satellites and earth stations, the simulation is repeated 300 times for both 

VHF and UHF. 

After the simulation was performed for two satellite-earth station combinations, it is repeated for m = 

3 combinations (1 wanted link and 2 interferers) up to m = 8 combinations. The results are presented 

in Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

Average period of time in which the protection criteria of −176 dBW/kHz (UHF) / 

−166.76 dBW/kHz (VHF) is exceeded for m satellite-earth station combinations 

Number of satellite-earth 

station combinations (m) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Exceedance of protection 

criteria in UHF (in %) 
0.42 1.17 1.53 2.29 2.36 3.64 3.85 

Exceedance of protection 

criteria in VHF (in %) 
0.51 0.99 1.52 1.87 2.45 3.16 3.77 

 

Table 6 shows that in the UHF frequency region, not more than two satellite-earth station 

combinations can use the same frequency in the same geographical area (three systems for VHF). 

Obviously, this depends on the distribution of earth stations and there are many possible distributions 

where more than two satellite-earth station combinations can share the same frequency (e.g. three 
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systems with earth stations in Europe, the United States of America and Japan). To include this 

circumstance in the simulation, a further analysis is performed. In this analysis, the maximum number 

of coexisting satellite-earth station combinations in which none of the earth stations is interfered with 

more than 1% of the link time is calculated. Since this case is more favourable for sharing studies, it 

is named “best case for sharing” in the following. 

Example: Seven earth stations are randomly distributed (Fig. 10). For each of the seven earth stations, 

an interference analysis is performed. If all analyses state that the protection criteria is not exceeded 

more than 1% of the time, the distribution is considered to be feasible. 

FIGURE 10 

Example of feasible distribution of seven satellites and seven earth stations using 

the same frequency without harmful interference 

 

The simulation is performed for each number of coexisting satellite-earth station combinations up to 

300 times and results in the maximum number of seven coexisting satellite-earth station combination 

that do not harmfully interfere with each other (Fig. 10) for a frequency of 401 MHz. For a frequency 

of 137.5 MHz, the critical number is five satellite-earth station combinations. 

It should be noted that this represents the maximum number of systems per frequency. Since many 

earth stations are in the same region, the average number of non-interfering stations will be lower. 

The results of the validation for the space-to-Earth direction are summarized in Table 7. According 

to this analysis, the maximum number of satellite-earth station combinations per frequency varies 

between two and seven for UHF and between three and five in VHF. Accordingly, the spectrum needs 

vary between 3.75 MHz (random distribution case) and 1.07 MHz (best case for sharing) for UHF 

and between 2.5 MHz (random distribution case) and 1.5 MHz (best case for sharing) for VHF. 

As can be seen, the results obtained in the space-to-Earth direction for the case where the satellite 

link is active during all passes over the associated earth station in § 3.4.6 fall within the minimum 

and maximum spectrum requirements bounds obtained in the validation. 
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TABLE 7 

Validation results in the space-to-Earth direction – total time in visibility cone 

Frequency (MHz) 137 401 

Direction space-to-Earth space-to-Earth 

Time criterion Total time in 

visibility cone 

Total time in 

visibility cone 

Amount of satellite-earth station combinations which can 

operate co-frequency (baseline sustainability factor) – random 

distribution case 

3 2 

Spectrum requirement (MHz) (random distribution) 2.5 3.75 

Amount of satellite-earth station combinations which can 

operate co-frequency (baseline sustainability factor) – best case 

for sharing 

5 7 

Spectrum requirement (MHz) (best case for sharing) 1.5 1.07 

 

4 Summary 

This study determines the amount of TT&C spectrum required for short duration NGSO missions, 

based on the protection criteria as outlined in Recommendation ITU-R SA.363-5. 

Simulations have shown that the protection criteria could be exceeded for the case of two satellite-

earth station pairs, for example in simulation 1. On the other hand, for eight satellite-earth station 

pairs in simulation 1 there are still simulation runs showing no violation of the protection criteria, 

although the vast majority of simulation runs do give a violation of the protection criteria for this 

number of satellite-earth station pairs. If the visibility cones of the randomly picked earth stations 

overlap, violation of the protection criteria is almost certain. If the distribution is such that there is 

little overlap, there can also be cases where the protection criteria are not exceeded. Therefore, in 

practice, some inter-operator coordination may be necessary. Furthermore such coordination may be 

necessary to account for the fact the satellite population is dynamic, i.e. satellites are added over time, 

while other satellites have reached end of mission. Finally, it is expected that some of the 300 satellite-

earth station combinations will be in centrally-controlled multi-satellite (and earth station) systems, 

in which spectrum use is coordinated and thus efficiencies are gained. 

Taking the above observations into account, the spectrum requirements for short duration NGSO 

systems range from 0.625 MHz to 2.5 MHz in the space-to-Earth direction, and from 0.682 MHz to 

0.938 MHz in the Earth-to-space direction, depending on the operational scenario. 
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Annex 1 

 

Results of a small satellite frequency use questionnaire 

In 2016, a questionnaire was created to analyse the expected increase of satellites with short duration 

missions. The questionnaire was sent to various representatives of the small satellite community and 

58 responses were sent back. The summary of the results is attached below. As can be seen, the 

questions aimed to find out whether there is a need for TT&C spectrum below 1 GHz. Also, it should 

identify whether small satellite developers consider their missions to last not more than the above 

mentioned three years. One question was to state the planned satellites for the upcoming five years. 

In total, the 58 participants stated that they plan up to 747 satellites in the upcoming five years from 

which 721 plan to use spectrum below 1 GHz. 
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Annex 2 

 

Excel file containing orbit parameters of satellites based  

on the TU Berlin Small Satellite Database 

 

SmallSatDatabase_Or

bitParameters.xlsx  

 

 

Annex 3 

 

Excel file containing ground stations of satellites based  

on the TU Berlin Small Satellite Database 

 

SmallSatDatabase_Gr

oundStations.xlsx  
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		SatelliteName		ITUName		station name		country		longitude		latitude

		Ho'oponopono 2		HOOPONOPONO-2		UH SMALL-SATELLITE		USA		-157.8208		21.2979				Note: If data is available in the ITU SNS Database, then this data is taken for longitude and latitude. If not, online research is undertaken

		Flock		USASAT-30F		MAUI		USA		-156.344		20.835

		Flock		USASAT-30F		FAIRBANKS		USA		-147.858		64.8586

		ArduSat 1						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		ArduSat 2						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		ArduSat X						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 1 (Joel)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 10 (Drmuzz)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 11 (Bridgeman)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 12 (Nate)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 2 (Peter)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 3 (Jeroen)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 4 (Chris)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 5 (Theresacondor)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 6 (Kane)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 7 (Nick-Allain)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 8 (Jeff)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Lemur-2 9 (Cubecheese)						USA		-122.41409		37.7712495

		Flock		USASAT-30F		HALF MOON BAY		USA		-122.413		37.385

		DICE 1 (Farkle)		DICE		SANTA CLARA		USA		-122.174		37.403

		QuakeSat								-122.17023		37.4275

		GeneSat-1		GENESAT						-122.0625		37.415

		Perseus-M 1						USA		-122.0532		37.4099

		Perseus-M 2						USA		-122.0532		37.4099

		Nodes 1						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		Nodes 2						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		Pharmasat								-122.0525		37.41752

		Phonesat v1a (Graham)						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		Phonesat v1b (Bell)						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		Phonesat v2.0 (Alexander)						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		Phonesat v2.4						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		PhoneSat v2.5						USA		-122.0525		37.41752

		TechEdSat 1 (TES 1)		TECHEDSAT1		AMES AMAT RADIO CLUB		USA		-121.939		37.3492

		TechEdSat 3p (TES 3p)		TECHEDSAT1				USA		-121.881275599		37.3351427

		TechEdSat 4 (TES 4)		TECHEDSAT1				USA		-121.881275599		37.3351427

		CP 6		CP6		N6CP		USA		-120.67		35.3

		CP 7		CP7						-120.67		35.3

		CP 3						USA		-120.6625		35.3049

		CP 4 (CP 2.1)						USA		-120.6625		35.3049

		CP10 (ExoCube)						USA		-120.6625		35.3049

		Flock		USASAT-30F		BREWSTER		USA		-119.701		48.1464

		Aerocube 2		AEROCUBE		MGS		USA		-118.2422		33.5517

		Aerocube 3		AEROCUBE		MGS		USA		-118.2422		33.5517

		GRIFEX						USA		-118.124513		34.1390112

		Flock		USASAT-30F		YELLOWKNIFE		CAN		-114.397		62.4422

		FIREBIRD II (FU3)						USA		-111.0493		45.6675

		FIREBIRD II (FU4)						USA		-111.0493		45.6675

		Flock		USASAT-30F		NMSU		USA		-106.75		32.28

		All-Star / Theia								-105.2889725		40.0103247

		MinXSS 1 (Helio 4, HiLITE)		MINXSS		BOULDER		USA		-105.248		40.0089

		Flock		USASAT-30F		MADDOCK		USA		-99.5294		47.9611

		BEVO-1 (DRAGONSAT 1)						USA		-97.73488		30.283515

		BEVO-2						USA		-97.73488		30.283515

		Dragonsat		DRAGONSAT-1		W3ADO		USA		-97.73488		30.283515

		Firefly						USA		-97.4949		30.3024

		Flock		USASAT-30F		FARGO		USA		-96.7967		46.9103

		CAPE-1						USA		-92.0182335		30.2146029

		CAPE-2						USA		-92.0182335		30.2146029

		COPPER (SLU 01)		COPPER		SLU				-90.233903		38.636497

		SporeSat								-86.914419		40.4282261

		ChargerSat 1		CHARGERSAT-1		K4UAH		USA		-86.6399		34.7266

		CINEMA 2 (KHUSAT 1)		KHUSAT-01		SATREC KAIST KOREA		KOR		-86.6399		34.7266

		KySat-2		KySat-2		MSU		USA		-84.481		42.723

		Centennial 1								-84.048333		39.826111

		CADRE						USA		-83.7383		42.278

		M-Cubed / COVE		M-CUBED		RADIO AMATEUR SAT				-83.7383		42.278

		RAX-2								-83.7383		42.278

		$50SAT (Eagle-2)				Morehead University		USA		-83.4356		38.1865

		T-LogoQube BeakerSat-1 (Eagle-1, SWESat)								-83.4356		38.1865

		Flock		USASAT-30F		MOREHEAD		USA		-83.43		38.1908

		SwampSat (GatorSat)		SWAMPSAT		W4DFU		USA		-82.355194		29.6437222

		AprizeSat 10		LATINSAT				CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 11		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 12		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 13		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 14		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 15		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 16		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		AprizeSat 17		LATINSAT		TRANSCEIVER		CAN		-80.3138		43.41317

		Exactview 9 (EV 9)		EV9		TYPICAL A				-80.3138		43.41317

		CanX-1						CAN		-79.4673085		43.7825434

		CanX-4		CANX-4-5				CAN		-79.4673085		43.7825434

		CanX-5		CANX-4-5				CAN		-79.4673085		43.7825434

		CanX-6 (NTS)						CAN		-79.4673085		43.7825434

		Brite-CA 1 (Toronto, CanX 3E)		BRITE-CANADA		TORONTO-ST2		CAN		-79.465		43.7825

		TJ3Sat								-77.16832		38.81808

		STMSat 1 (St. Thomas More Satellite 1)								-77.10422		38.8710366

		PUCP-Sat1								-77.079444		-12.069444

		AMSAT Echo (AMSAT E, AO 51, AMSAT-OSCAR 51)		AMSAT-OSCAR-E				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		Antelsat		ANTELSAT		EST. TERRENA MANGA		USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		FUNCUBE-1		FUNCUBE-1		RADIO AMATEUR		USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		PolyITAN-1		POLYITAN-1		RADIO AMAEUR		USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		XW 2A (CAS 3A, Xiwang-2A)		CAS-3				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		XW 2B (CAS 3B, Xiwang-2B)		CAS-3				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		XW 2C (CAS 3C, Xiwang-2C)		CAS-3				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		XW 2D (CAS 3D, Xiwang-2D)		CAS-3				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		XW 2E (CAS 3E, Xiwang-2E)		CAS-3				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		XW 2F (CAS 3F, Xiwang-2F)		CAS-3				USA		-77.074636		39.0302401

		UAPsat 1								-77.051353		-12.06935

		Qbx 1						USA		-77.0179		38.8231

		Qbx 2						USA		-77.0179		38.8231

		QubeScout S1 (QBScout S1)								-76.71427		39.2538

		HawkSat-1						USA		-76.6995		38.9891

		Flock		USASAT-30F		ITHACA		USA		-76.5		42.4433

		MARScom						USA		-76.4859		38.9818

		CUSat bottom (Nanosat 4A)						USA		-76.478677		42.448889

		CUSat top (Nanosat 4B)						USA		-76.478677		42.448889

		KickSat 1						USA		-76.478677		42.448889

		DICE 2 (Yahtzee)		DICE		WALLOPS ISLAND VA		USA		-75.513		37.922

		Libertad-1						COL		-74.796798		10.999

		Black Knight 1						USA		-73.9625		41.3927

		GHGSat-D (Claire)		GHGSAT-D				CAN		-73.57839569		45.51689

		Vermont Lunar Cubesat		VERMONT LUNAR		W1VTC				-72.604722		43.938611

		Flock		USASAT-30F		LONGOVILO		CHL		-71.4067		-33.9383

		CUBEBUG-1 (El Capit疣 Beto)		CUBEBUG-1		BARILOCHE - RADIO CL		ARG		-71.2361		-41.1219

		CUBEBUG-2 (Manolito, LO 74, LUSAT-OSCAR 74)		CUBEBUG-2 (CUBEBUG-2-C)		BARILOCHE - RADIO CL		ARG		-71.2361		-41.1219

		Flock		USASAT-30F		PUNTA ARENAS		CHL		-70.9333		-53.1667

		PEHUENSAT-1 (PO-63)						ARG		-68.0573		-38.94014

		Bugsat 1 (Tita)		BUGSAT-1		TORTUGUITAS - RADIO		ARG		-58.789		-34.483

		Flock		USASAT-30F		BUENOS AIRES		ARG		-58.3817		-34.6033

		NanosatC-Br 1		NANOSATC-BR1		INPE-CRS		B		-53.7175		-29.7125

		NanosatC-Br 2		NANOSATC-BR1		INPE-CRS		B		-53.7175		-29.7125

		Flock		USASAT-30F		ST JOHNS NL		CAN		-52.74467		47.5343

		Serpens		SERPENS		AEB01		B		-47.9433		-15.8158

		NanosatC-Br 3		NANOSATC-BR1		INPE-ITA		B		-45.8747		-23.2094

		NanosatC-Br 4		NANOSATC-BR1		INPE-ITA		B		-45.8747		-23.2094

		AESP-14		AESP-14		PY2AEC		B		-45.8689		-23.2056

		Flock		USASAT-30F		KEFLAVIK		ISL		-22.6233		63.9683

		HUMSAT-D		HUMSAT-D		EA1RCT		E		-8.6867		42.1711

		Serpens		SERPENS		EA1RCT		E		-8.6867		42.1711

		XaTcobeo		XATCOBEO		EA1RCT		E		-8.6867		42.1711

		Flock		USASAT-30F		GOONHILLY		G		-5.1822		50.0519

		Nanosat 01		NANOSAT-1		ESTACION CENTRAL		E		-3.952		40.443

		Nanosat 02		NANOSAT-1		ESTACION DE CONTROL		E		-3.952		40.443

		Nanosat 03		NANOSAT-1		ESTACION DE CONTROL		E		-3.952		40.443

		OPTOS		OPTOS		INTA-TORREJON		E		-3.772		40.883

		Nanosat 04		NANOSAT-1		NANOSAT1 TERMINAL				-3.48043		40.4614

		Nanosat 1B						SPA		-3.48043		40.4614

		UKUBE-1		UKUBE-1		RADIO AMATEUR		UK		-1.785		51.5668

		DOVE 1-2		DOVE1				USA		-1.4369		51.1428

		DOVE 3		DOVE3				USA		-1.4369		51.1428

		DOVE 4		DOVE4				USA		-1.4369		51.1428

		Flock		USASAT-30F		CHILBOLTON		G		-1.4369		51.1428

		Deorbitsail (DOS)		 				UK		-0.59		51.2422

		STRaND 1		STRAND1		SURREY SMOC		G		-0.5875		51.2431

		STRaND 2		STRAND1		SURREY SMOC		G		-0.5875		51.2431

		STRaND 3		STRAND1		SURREY SMOC		G		-0.5875		51.2431

		STRaND 4		STRAND1		SURREY SMOC		G		-0.5875		51.2431

		Galassia						SGP		1.2966		103.7763

		ROBUSTA		ROBUSTA		MONTPELLIER		F		3.8669		43.63

		TRITON 1		TRITON1		ISIS GROUNDSTATION		HOL		4.36291		51.9893

		Delfi-C3 (DO-64)		DELFI-C3		RADIO AMATEUR		NE		4.3717		52.000795

		DELFI-N3XT		DELFI-N3XT		DELFI GROUND STATION		HOL		4.3733		51.9992

		FUNCUBE-2		FUNCUBE-1		RADIO AMATEUR		HOL		4.3847		51.9933

		FUNCUBE-3		FUNCUBE-1		RADIO AMATEUR		HOL		4.3847		51.9933

		QB50 P1 (EO 79, OSCAR 79)		QB50P		RA GS		BEL		4.386707		50.7557

		QB50 P2 (EO 80, OSCAR 80)		QB50P				BEL		4.386707		50.7557

		Delfi-C3 (DO-64)		DELFI-C3		PI4TUE		HOL		5.4583		51.4375

		OUFTI 1		OUFTI-1		RADIO AMATEUR STATIO		BEL		5.559166		50.58277

		COMPASS 1						GER		6.0961881		50.7559216

		VesselSat 1 (Orbcomm FM42, V1)						LUX		6.3341399		49.6919

		VesselSat 2 (Orbcomm FM43, V2)						LUX		6.3341399		49.6919

		SwissCube 1		SWISSCUBE		EPFL		SUI		6.5653		46.5194

		SwissCube 1		SWISSCUBE		HES FRIBOURG		SUI		7.1567		46.8103

		e-st@r		E-STAR-I		ARI-BRA (IQ1RY)		I		7.8364		44.6992

		e-st@r 2		E-STAR2		ARI-BRA (IQ1RY)		I		7.8364		44.6992

		Flock		USASAT-30F		USINGEN		D		8.4739		50.3311

		AISat-1				DLR Bremen				8.8612		53.11081

		TIsat-1 (Ticino Satellite)		TISAT-1		MANNO VB-216SAT		SUI		8.9175		46.0233

		UWE-1						D		9.935278		49.788056

		UWE-2		CUBESAT-UWE-2		AMATEUR		D		9.935278		49.788056

		UWE-3		CUBESAT-UWE		AMATEUR		D		9.935278		49.788056

		AAU Cubesat				OZ2JDN		DNK		9.982222		57.014722

		AAU Sat II				OZ2JDN		DNK		9.982222		57.014722

		AAU Sat III				OZ2JDN		DNK		9.982222		57.014722

		AAU Sat IV		AAUSAT4		OZ2JDN		DNK		9.9875		55.0136

		AAU Sat V		AAUSAT5		OZ2JDN		DNK		9.9875		57.0136

		GOMX-1 (GATOSS)		GOMX-1		AALBORG		DNK		9.9904		57.0113

		GOMX-3		GOMX-3		AALBORG				9.9904		57.0113

		Ncube 2						NOR		10.40216		63.419325

		AISSat-1				Norsk Romsenter				10.674761		59.921562

		AISSat-2				Norsk Romsenter				10.674761		59.921562

		Almasat-1						ITA		11.2034		44.2938

		First-MOVE		CUBESAT-FIRSTMOVE		AMATEUR		D		11.56805		48.1486111

		DTUSat 1						DK		12.3117		55.47887

		UniSat 3		UNISAT-6		ROMA-GAUSS		I		12.506		41.956

		UniSat 5		UNISAT-5		ROMA-GAUSS		I		12.506		41.956

		UniSat 6		UNISAT-6		ROMA-GAUSS		I		12.506		41.956

		EduSAT						ITA		12.51543589		41.9033594

		Tigrisat								12.51543589		41.9033594

		UNICubeSat-GG (University CubeSat - Gravity Gradient)								12.51543589		41.9033594

		BEESAT-3		BEESAT-3		TU BERLIN		D		13.3239		52.515

		BEESAT-4		BEESAT-4		TU BERLIN		D		13.3239		52.515

		BEESAT				TU BERLIN				13.326389		52.511944

		BEESAT-2				TU BERLIN				13.326389		52.511944

		SOMP-TUD		SOMP-TUD		AMATEUR		D		13.7478		51.0328

		BEESAT-4		BEESAT-4		SVALBARD		NOR		15.23		78.13

		Brite-A 1 (TUG-SAT-1, CanX 3B)		BRITE		GRAZ TU INFFELD12		AUT		15.4597		47.0592

		Brite-CA 1 (Toronto, CanX 3E)		BRITE-CANADA		GRAZ TU INFFELD12		AUT		15.4597		47.0592

		Brite-A 2 (UniBrite, CanX 3A)		BRITE				AUT		16.36086		48.2130162

		HiNCube		HINCUBE		HIN-GS		NOR		17.4342		68.4364

		PW-Sat 1		PW-SAT		GDYNIA SP2ZIE		POL		18.5133		54.5236

		PW-Sat 2		PW-SAT		GDYNIA SP2ZIE		POL		18.5133		54.5236

		PW-Sat 3		PW-SAT		GDYNIA SP2ZIE		POL		18.5133		54.5236

		PW-Sat 4		PW-SAT		GDYNIA SP2ZIE		POL		18.5133		54.5236

		ZACUBE-1 (South African CubeSat-1, TshepisoSat)		ZACUBE-1		CPUT		AFS		18.6428		-33.9322

		MaSat1		MASAT-1		HA7WEN		HNG		18.902		47.408

		MaSat2		MASAT-1		HA7WEN		HNG		18.902		47.408

		MaSat3		MASAT-1		HA5BME		HNG		19.058		47.477

		MaSat4		MASAT-1		HA5BME		HNG		19.058		47.477

		PW-Sat 5		PW-SAT		WARSAW GS WUT		POL		21.0108		52.2186

		PW-Sat 6		PW-SAT		WARSAW GS WUT		POL		21.0108		52.2186

		PW-Sat 7		PW-SAT		WARSAW GS WUT		POL		21.0108		52.2186

		PW-Sat 8		PW-SAT		WARSAW GS WUT		POL		21.0108		52.2186

		Brite-PL 1 (Lem, CanX 3C)		BRITE-PL		WARSAW CAMK PAN		POL		21.068		52.213

		Brite-PL 2 (Heweliusz, CanX 3D)		BRITE-PL		WARSAW CAMK PAN		POL		21.068		52.213

		Brite-CA 1 (Toronto, CanX 3E)		BRITE-CANADA		WARSAW CAMK PAN		POL		21.0683		52.2128

		AESP-14		AESP-14		RADIO AMATEUR		BRA		23.1236		45.5236

		SaudiComsat-1						SAU		24.7169		46.643888

		SaudiComsat-2 						SAU		24.7169		46.643888

		SaudiComsat-3						SAU		24.7169		46.643888

		SaudiComsat-7						SAU		24.7169		46.643888

		Goliat		GOLIAT		MAGURELE		ROU		25.0289		44.3472

		LituanicaSat 1		LITUANICASAT-1		LY1BWB		LTU		25.2619		54.7317

		LitSat 1		LITSAT-1		LTPGS		LTU		25.4536		54.6344

		ESTCUBE-1		ESTCUBE-1		TARTU UNIVERSITY		EST		26.7267		58.3733

		Flock		USASAT-30F		HARTEBEESTHOEK		AFS		27.6847		-25.8872

		Flock		USASAT-30F		JOHANNESBERG		AFS		28.0456		-26.2044

		ITﾜ-pSAT1 (ITU-pSAT-1)						TUR		29.02365		41.10548

		Duchifat 1		DUCHIFAT1		4X4HSC				34.8275823		32.1647649

		LambdaSat								37.335528		-121.881222

		DX-1		DX1		ES2		RU		37.3905		55.6956

		DX-2		DX1		AIS		RU		37.3905		55.6956

		DX-3		DX1		ES1		RU		37.3905		55.6956

		Tabletsat-Aurora		TABLETSAT-AURORA		SPUTNIX-TM				37.547453		55.733505

		TurkSat-3USat		TURKSAT-3USAT		TURKSAT-3USAT GROUND		TUR		46.1011		29.0211

		SaudiComsat-4		SAUDISAT-4		RIYADH URE		ARS		46.641		24.71

		SaudiComsat-5		SAUDISAT-5		RIYADH URE		ARS		46.641		24.71

		SaudiComsat-6		SAUDISAT-6		RIYADH URE		ARS		46.641		24.71

		SamSat-218D (Kontakt-Nanosputnik)								50.172908		53.2225327

		ICube 1		ICUBE-1		IST-GS		PAK		73.176		33.519

		Swayam								73.856786		18.530531

		SRMSat								80.044167		12.823611

		SathyabamaSat (SB Sat)								80.22281		12.86605

		Jugnu						IND		80.23493		26.511383

		Popsat-Hip1		POPSAT-HIP1		NTU-GDSN		SNG		103.68		1.3419

		VELOX 2		VELOX-II		NTU-GDSN		SNG		103.68		1.3419

		VELOX-P 2		VELOX-PII		NTU-GDSN		SNG		103.68		1.3419

		VELOX 1-NSAT		VELOX-I		NTU-GDSN		SGP		103.687796		1.347681

		VELOX 1-PSAT (VELOX P3)		VELOX-I		NTU-GDSN		SGP		103.687796		1.347681

		Athenoxat 1 (Athenox)		ATHENOXAT		9V1FC		SNG		103.751		1.3106

		F1		F-1 CUBESAT		RADIO AMATEUR		VTN		105.783		21.0306

		F2		F-1 CUBESAT		RADIO AMATEUR		VTN		105.783		21.0306

		F3		F-1 CUBESAT		RADIO AMATEUR		VTN		105.783		21.0306

		PicoDragon		PICO DRAGON CUBESAT		VNSC GROUND STATION		VTN		105.8		21.0489

		Aoxiang Zhixing (Star of Aoxiang)		STAR OF AOXIANG		NPUGN		CHN		108.915061		34.241253

		Explorer-1 Prime F2 (E1P U2, HRBE)						USA		111.03		45.4006

		Flock		USASAT-30F		PERTH		AUS		115.8728		-31.96614

		PACE (Platform for Attitude Control Experiments)		PACE		RA GROUNDSTATION		TWN		120.221384		22.9964

		Tianwang 1A (TW 1A, Shangkeda 2, SECM 1)		SECM-1		SHANGHAI-SECM-UHF		CHN		121.83		31.833

		Tianwang 1B (TW 1B, NJUST 2)		SECM-1		SHANGHAI-SECM-UHF		CHN		121.83		31.833

		Tianwang 1C (TW 1C, NJFA 1)		SECM-1		SHANGHAI-SECM-UHF		CHN		121.83		31.833

		Negai-Star (Negai-Boshi, Excelsior)		EXCELSIOR		ISIGAKIGS		J		124.152		24.3447

		LilacSat 2 (CAS 3H, Zidingxiang 2)		CAS-3				CHN		126.6325		45.7439

		CINEMA 2 (KHUSAT 1)		KHUSAT-01		SATREC KAIST KOREA		KOR		127.050202		37.5935169

		CINEMA 3 (KHUSAT 2)		KHUSAT-01				KOR		127.050202		37.5935169

		Flock		USASAT-30F		KUMSAN		KOR		127.917		36.4333

		FITSAT-1 (Niwaka)		FITSAT-1		JG6YEW		J		130.441		33.695

		Waseda-SAT2		WASEDA.SAT		KYUSYU		J		130.709		33.8895

		Waseda-SAT3		WASEDA.SAT		KYUSYU		J		130.709		33.8895

		Horyu-2		HORYU		KIT GS		J		130.8392		33.8941

		Horyu-4 (AEGIS)		HORYU4		KIT GS UHF		J		130.8392		33.8941

		STARS 1 (KuKai)		STARS		KAGAWA-UNIV		J		134.0376		34.342972

		STARS 2 (Gennai)		STARS-II		KAGAWA-UNIV		J		134.063		34.925

		OPUSAT (CosMoz)		OPUSAT		OSAKA PREFECTURE UNI		J		135.505		34.5486

		ShindaiSat (Ginrei)		SHINDAI SAT		SHINSHU UNI				137.9783		36.25073

		ShindaiSat (Ginrei)		SHINDAI SAT		SHINDAI		J		138.19		36.6308

		We Wish		WE WISH		WE WISH E1		J		139.202		36.265

		Negai-Star (Negai-Boshi, Excelsior)		EXCELSIOR		SOKAGS		J		139.329		35.6883

		Invader (ArtSat-1, CO 77)		ARTSAT1		TAMABIGS		J		139.351		35.6106

		CUTE-1 (CO-55)		CUTE-I		TITECH		J		139.68356		35.6059445

		CUTE1.7 + APD (CO-56)		CUTE-1.7		TITECH		J		139.68356		35.6059445

		CUTE1.7 + APD II		CUTE1.7+APD II				J		139.68356		35.6059445

		Waseda-SAT4		WASEDA.SAT		WASEDA		J		139.707		35.7058

		Waseda-SAT5		WASEDA.SAT		WASEDA		J		139.707		35.7058

		Waseda-SAT6		WASEDA.SAT		TYPICAL				139.72251		35.7099

		Waseda-SAT7		WASEDA.SAT		TYPICAL		J		139.72251		35.7099

		Prism-1 (Hitomi)		Prism1		ISSL		J		139.758		35.715

		XI-IV (Oscar CO-57)		XI-IV		UT		J		139.7627744		35.7120564

		XI-V (CO-58)		XI-V		UT		J		139.7627744		35.7120564

		SEEDS 2 (CO-66, Cubesat Oscar 66)		SEEDS		NU		J		139.7636194		35.697597

		Sprout		SPROUT		NIHON UNIVERSITY GS		J		139.7636194		35.697597

		Negai-Star (Negai-Boshi, Excelsior)		EXCELSIOR		HATIJOGS		J		139.767		33.1311

		KKS-1 (Kiseki)		KKS-1		KKS-1 GS		J		139.813		35.7314

		TeikyoSat-3		TEIKYOSAT-3		J-TYPICAL		J		139.881		36.605

		ITF-1 (YUI)		ITF-1		TSUKUBA-4		J		140.1		36.109

		HITSAT 1 (Camatai, HITSAT-OSCAR 59, HO 59)		HIT-SAT		HIT-GRA		J		141.2487		43.1342

		Flock		USASAT-30F		SAPPORO		J		141.35		43.0667

		Flock		USASAT-30F		NINGI		AUS		153.0381		-27.4753

		Flock		USASAT-30F		AWARUA		NZL		168.38		-46.5297






Orbit-Data

		SatelliteName		ITUName		LaunchDate		Operator (Country)		Launch Perigee		Launch Apogee		Inclination

		Lemur-2 4 (Chris)				9/28/15		USA		629		649		6.0035

		Lemur-2 1 (Joel)				9/28/15		USA		630		650		6.0047

		Lemur-2 2 (Peter)				9/28/15		USA		635		649		6.0062

		Exactview 9 (EV 9)		EV9		9/28/15		Canada		634		650		6.0063

		Lemur-2 3 (Jeroen)				9/28/15		USA		633		650		6.008

		Galassia				12/16/15		Singapore		529		549		14.9854

		VELOX 2		VELOX-II		12/16/15		Singapore		537		549		14.9877

		Athenoxat 1 (Athenox)		ATHENOXAT		12/16/15		Singapore		531		550		14.9896

		VesselSat 1 (Orbcomm FM42, V1)				10/12/11		Luxembourg		846		866		19.9594

		SRMSat				10/12/11		India		850		867		19.9743

		Jugnu				10/12/11		India		848		867		19.9805

		Negai-Star (Negai-Boshi, Excelsior)		EXCELSIOR		5/20/10		Japan		289		305		29.979

		Waseda-SAT2		WASEDA.SAT		5/20/10		Japan		290		305		29.9808

		Horyu-4 (AEGIS)		HORYU4		2/17/16		Japan		557		578		31.0005

		SMDC-ONE 1				12/8/10		USA		282		310		34.5271

		Qbx 2				12/8/10		USA		282		312		34.5348

		Qbx 1				12/8/10		USA		282		309		34.5356

		Mayflower-Caerus				12/8/10		USA		279		314		34.5409

		GeneSat-1		GENESAT		12/16/06		USA		413		419		40.0183

		HawkSat-1				5/19/09		USA		426		466		40.4622

		Pharmasat				5/19/09		USA		427		465		40.4633

		Aerocube 3		AEROCUBE		5/19/09		USA		430		463		40.469

		CP 6		CP6		5/19/09		USA		426		466		40.47

		NPS-SCAT				11/20/13		USA		499		502		40.5029

		KySat-2		KySat-2		11/20/13		USA		499		501		40.5058

		Trailblazer 1		TRAILBLAZER		11/20/13		USA		499		502		40.5063

		COPPER (SLU 01)		COPPER		11/20/13		USA		499		502		40.5074

		Dragonsat		DRAGONSAT-1		11/20/13		USA		500		505		40.5074

		CAPE-2				11/20/13		USA		500		505		40.5076

		SwampSat (GatorSat)		SWAMPSAT		11/20/13		USA		500		502		40.5085

		ChargerSat 1		CHARGERSAT-1		11/20/13		USA		498		501		40.509

		Phonesat v2.4				11/20/13		USA		499		507		40.5144

		Ho'oponopono 2		HOOPONOPONO-2		11/20/13		USA		497		504		40.528

		Firefly				11/20/13		USA		496		504		40.5285

		TJ3Sat				11/20/13		USA		497		504		40.5301

		Black Knight 1				11/20/13		USA		496		504		40.5304

		Vermont Lunar Cubesat		VERMONT LUNAR		11/20/13		USA		494		503		40.532

		Aoxiang Zhixing (Star of Aoxiang)		STAR OF AOXIANG		6/25/16		China		289		376		40.7951

		DOVE 1 (DOVE 0601)		DOVE1		4/21/13		USA		236		255		51.601

		Phonesat v1b (Bell)				4/21/13		USA		236		257		51.6112

		Phonesat v2.0 (Alexander)				4/21/13		USA		210		232		51.6192

		Flock-1b 10 (Dove 081C)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		393		406		51.62

		Phonesat v1a (Graham)				4/21/13		USA		213		227		51.6252

		Flock-2b 04 (Dove 0C72)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		401		403		51.6313

		Flock-2b 13 (Dove 0C74)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		397		407		51.6352

		Flock-1 24 (Dove 0723)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		399		426		51.6352

		Flock-2b 03 (Dove 0C53)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		399		405		51.6359

		BEVO-1 (DRAGONSAT 1)				7/15/09		USA		325		332		51.6362

		Flock-2e' 07 (Dove 0C42)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		396		403		51.6366

		Flock-1 01 (Dove 073D)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		410		417		51.6371

		BEVO-2				12/6/15		USA		398		409		51.638

		Flock-2b 09 (Dove 0C68)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		395		409		51.6396

		Flock-1 17 (Dove 074C)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		416		51.6396

		Lemur-2 9 (Cubecheese)				3/23/16		USA		389		394		51.6397

		AESP-14		AESP-14		1/10/15		Brazil		397		405		51.6397

		Nodes 2				12/6/15		USA		399		402		51.6399

		MARScom				12/10/06		USA		313		333		51.64

		Flock-2b 10 (Dove 0C64)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		396		408		51.64

		Lemur-2 11 (Bridgeman)				3/23/16		USA		388		394		51.6401

		Lemur-2 12 (Nate)				3/23/16		USA		389		394		51.6401

		Flock-2e' 12 (Dove 0C81)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		398		404		51.6401

		Flock-2e 03 (Dove 0C60)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		399		403		51.6403

		Flock-1 05 (Dove 072C)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		421		51.6403

		Flock-2e 04 (Dove 0C41)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		398		404		51.6405

		Flock-2e' 02 (Dove 0C1B)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		399		402		51.6405

		Flock-2e 05 (Dove 0C43)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		400		402		51.6405

		GOMX-3		GOMX-3		8/19/15		Denmark		394		409		51.6406

		Flock-1d' 01 (Dove 0A16)		USASAT-30F		1/10/15		USA		394		406		51.6409

		Flock-1d' 02 (Dove 0C02)		USASAT-30F		1/10/15		USA		394		406		51.6409

		Flock-2e 02 (Dove 0C78)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		399		403		51.641

		Lemur-2 6 (Kane)				3/23/16		USA		399		402		51.6412

		UAPsat 1				1/9/14		Peru		408		414		51.6412

		Flock-2e 07 (Dove 0C24)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		398		403		51.6413

		Flock-2e 01 (Dove 0C37)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		400		402		51.6413

		Flock-1b 09 (Dove 0819)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		398		413		51.6414

		STMSat 1 (St. Thomas More Satellite 1)				12/6/15		USA		398		403		51.6414

		Lemur-2 8 (Jeff)				3/23/16		USA		399		401		51.6414

		Flock-2e' 10 (Dove 0C65)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		398		403		51.6416

		Flock-2e' 01 (Dove 0D05)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		399		402		51.6416

		Flock-1b 02 (Dove 080C)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		409		419		51.6416

		Lemur-2 5 (Theresacondor)				3/23/16		USA		399		402		51.6417

		Flock-2e' 03 (Dove 0D06)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		400		402		51.6417

		Flock-2e' 04 (Dove 0C22)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		400		402		51.6417

		Flock-2e' 08 (Dove 0C76)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		399		402		51.6418

		Flock-1b 22 (Dove 081F)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		403		51.642

		Flock-1e 04 (Dove 0C06)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		398		401		51.6421

		Flock-1b 21 (Dove 0817)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		397		402		51.6422

		Lemur-2 10 (Drmuzz)				3/23/16		USA		387		395		51.6423

		Flock-2e' 11 (Dove 0C27)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		397		403		51.6423

		Flock-2e' 06 (Dove 0C46)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		398		404		51.6423

		Flock-2b 07 (Dove 0C66)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		396		408		51.6424

		Flock-2e' 09 (Dove 0C19)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		395		406		51.6425

		Flock-1b 05 (Dove 0822)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		406		51.6425

		Flock-1b 06 (Dove 0901)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		406		51.6425

		AAU Sat V		AAUSAT5		8/19/15		Denmark		395		409		51.6426

		Flock-1b 12 (Dove 0824)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		405		51.6426

		Lemur-2 7 (Nick-Allain)				3/23/16		USA		399		401		51.6427

		Nodes 1				12/6/15		USA		399		402		51.6428

		Flock-2e 06 (Dove 0C75)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		399		403		51.6428

		Flock-1e 14 (Dove 0B0F)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		395		402		51.6429

		CADRE				12/6/15		USA		397		404		51.6432

		Flock-1b 08 (Dove 0811)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		408		420		51.6435

		Flock-2b 14 (Dove 0C47)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		398		406		51.6436

		Flock-1b 25 (Dove 0818)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		413		415		51.6436

		LambdaSat				7/13/14		Greece		393		405		51.6437

		Flock-1b 15 (Dove 0812)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		411		418		51.6437

		Flock-2b 08 (Dove 0C55)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		397		408		51.6438

		Flock-2e 08 (Dove 0C2B)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		397		404		51.6438

		Flock-2b 02 (Dove 0C18)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		398		406		51.6438

		Flock-1b 16 (Dove 081D)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		411		418		51.6438

		Serpens		SERPENS		8/19/15		Brazil		397		407		51.644

		MinXSS 1 (Helio 4, HiLITE)		MINXSS		12/6/15		USA		400		402		51.6441

		Flock-1e 09 (Dove 0B1F)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		398		402		51.6442

		Flock-2e 09 (Dove 0C14)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		398		403		51.6443

		Flock-2e 11 (Dove 0C13)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		395		406		51.6444

		TechEdSat 4 (TES 4)		TECHEDSAT1		7/13/14		USA		393		402		51.6445

		Flock-2e 10 (Dove 0C82)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		398		402		51.6446

		Flock-1b 01 (Dove 0813)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		409		418		51.6446

		Flock-1e 07 (Dove 0B0E)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		402		51.6447

		ArduSat 2				1/9/14		USA		409		415		51.6449

		Flock-2e 12 (Dove 0C79)		USASAT-30F		12/6/15		USA		397		403		51.645

		Flock-1b 17 (Dove 081E)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		409		418		51.645

		Flock-1e 05 (Dove 0B07)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		395		403		51.6451

		Flock-1b 27 (Dove 0823)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		404		51.6451

		Flock-1e 06 (Dove 0B0B)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		403		51.6452

		Flock-2b 06 (Dove 0C69)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		396		409		51.6452

		Flock-1e 13 (Dove 0C07)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		397		402		51.6452

		Flock-1b 26 (Dove 0814)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		413		415		51.6452

		Flock-1b 28 (Dove 0818)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		404		51.6454

		Flock-1e 10 (Dove 0B09)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		398		401		51.6455

		Flock-2b 01 (Dove 0C70)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		400		404		51.6455

		Flock-1e 01 (Dove 0B1A)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		403		51.6457

		Centennial 1				4/14/15		USA		396		402		51.6457

		LituanicaSat 1		LITUANICASAT-1		1/9/14		Lithuania		408		415		51.6457

		Flock-1e 11 (Dove 0B1E)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		402		51.6458

		Flock-1b 23 (Dove 080B)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		410		417		51.6458

		Flock-1 07 (Dove 073B)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		418		51.6461

		Flock-1b 24 (Dove 0801)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		410		417		51.6461

		Flock-1e 03 (Dove 0C03)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		399		400		51.6462

		Flock-1e 08 (Dove 0B0D)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		402		51.6464

		Flock-1 04 (Dove 073C)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		418		51.6468

		Flock-1b 11 (Dove 0815)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		396		404		51.6469

		Flock-2b 05 (Dove 0C73)		USASAT-30F		8/19/15		USA		396		409		51.6469

		Flock-1e 12 (Dove 0B0A)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		402		51.6473

		TechEdSat 1 (TES 1)		TECHEDSAT1		7/21/12		USA		402		422		51.6473

		TechEdSat 1 (TES 1)		TECHEDSAT1		7/21/12		Sweden		402		422		51.6473

		Flock-1 20 (Dove 0743)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		416		51.6475

		Flock-1 26 (Dove 0744)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		415		51.6478

		RAFT-1 (NO-60)				12/10/06		USA		313		332		51.6479

		We Wish		WE WISH		7/21/12		Japan		399		424		51.6479

		SporeSat				4/18/14		USA		302		332		51.648

		FITSAT-1 (Niwaka)		FITSAT-1		7/21/12		Japan		402		422		51.648

		Flock-1 21 (Dove 072B)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		408		417		51.6483

		Flock-1 08 (Dove 0741)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		418		51.6483

		Flock-1 19 (Dove 073A)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		408		417		51.6484

		Flock-1e 02 (Dove 0B10)		USASAT-30F		4/14/15		USA		396		403		51.6485

		F1		F-1 CUBESAT		7/21/12		Vietnam		402		422		51.6485

		Flock-1 14 (Dove 072E)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		411		416		51.6486

		Flock-1b 18 (Dove 080E)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		409		418		51.6488

		Flock-1 12 (Dove 0730)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		418		51.6488

		ArduSat 1				8/3/13		USA		410		414		51.6493

		Flock-1 11 (Dove 074D)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		417		51.6494

		KickSat 1				4/18/14		USA		300		332		51.6495

		Flock-1 10 (Dove 0742)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		410		418		51.6495

		Flock-1 18 (Dove 0734)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		416		51.6496

		All-Star / Theia				4/18/14		USA		300		332		51.6497

		Flock-1 09 (Dove 0736)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		418		51.6499

		Flock-1 16 (Dove 0727)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		418		51.6499

		Flock-1 13 (Dove 0737)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		412		415		51.6503

		Flock-1 15 (Dove 0721)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		417		51.651

		Flock-1 02 (Dove 0740)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		411		416		51.6511

		Flock-1 06 (Dove 0735)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		408		416		51.6512

		Flock-1 22 (Dove 0728)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		408		417		51.6512

		Flock-1 25 (Dove 0722)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		409		415		51.6513

		ArduSat X				8/3/13		USA		409		415		51.6513

		PicoDragon		PICO DRAGON CUBESAT		8/3/13		Vietnam		410		414		51.6514

		TechEdSat 3p (TES 3p)		TECHEDSAT1		8/3/13		USA		410		415		51.6527

		Flock-2e' 05 (Dove 0C59)		USASAT-30F		3/23/16		USA		399		402		51.6535

		Flock-1b 07 (Dove 080F)		USASAT-30F		7/13/14		USA		408		419		51.6542

		Flock-1 23 (Dove 0725)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		408		418		51.6571

		PhoneSat v2.5				4/18/14		USA		301		332		51.6586

		Flock-1 28 (Dove 0720)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		403		418		51.66

		Flock-1 27 (Dove 0729)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		403		418		51.6619

		LitSat 1		LITSAT-1		1/9/14		Lithuania		405		418		51.6751

		Flock-1 03 (Dove 074B)		USASAT-30F		1/9/14		USA		382		429		51.6942

		DOVE 2 (DOVE 0405)		DOVE2		4/19/13		USA		559		581		64.8774

		SOMP-TUD		SOMP-TUD		4/19/13		Germany		554		580		64.8775

		BEESAT-3		BEESAT-3		4/19/13		Germany		554		580		64.8779

		BEESAT-2				4/19/13		Germany		555		579		64.8785

		ShindaiSat (Ginrei)		SHINDAI SAT		2/27/14		Japan		387		400		64.9205

		OSSI-1				4/19/13		South Korea		258		549		64.9363

		TeikyoSat-3		TEIKYOSAT-3		2/27/14		Japan		383		397		64.9959

		ITF-1 (YUI)		ITF-1		2/27/14		Japan		384		391		64.998

		OPUSAT (CosMoz)		OPUSAT		2/27/14		Japan		385		394		65.0181

		STARS 2 (Gennai)		STARS-II		2/27/14		Japan		382		401		65.0193

		Invader (ArtSat-1, CO 77)		ARTSAT1		2/27/14		Japan		380		390		65.0201

		Goliat		GOLIAT		2/13/12		Romania		309		1441		69.481

		ROBUSTA		ROBUSTA		2/13/12		France		309		1442		69.4811

		MaSat1		MASAT-1		2/13/12		Hungary		309		1441		69.483

		XaTcobeo		XATCOBEO		2/13/12		Spain		309		1442		69.4832

		PW-Sat 1		PW-SAT		2/13/12		Poland		310		1441		69.4846

		UNICubeSat-GG (University CubeSat - Gravity Gradient)				2/13/12		Italy		308		1443		69.4851

		Almasat-1				2/13/12		Italy		315		1441		69.4853

		e-st@r		E-STAR-I		2/13/12		Italy		307		1442		69.4866

		CUSat top (Nanosat 4B)				9/29/13		USA		410		1421		80.9876

		CUSat bottom (Nanosat 4A)				9/29/13		USA		306		1483		80.9894

		SamSat-218D (Kontakt-Nanosputnik)				4/28/16		Russia		466		485		97.2737

		Tianwang 1A (TW 1A, Shangkeda 2, SECM 1)		SECM-1		9/25/15		China		466		484		97.3048

		Tianwang 1C (TW 1C, NJFA 1)		SECM-1		9/25/15		China		466		487		97.313

		Tianwang 1B (TW 1B, NJUST 2)		SECM-1		9/25/15		China		466		485		97.3224

		VesselSat 2 (Orbcomm FM43, V2)				1/9/12		Luxembourg		389		397		97.4027

		XW 2C (CAS 3C, Xiwang-2C)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		519		539		97.4508

		NUDT-PhoneSat (CAS 3I)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		515		536		97.4544

		XW 2A (CAS 3A, Xiwang-2A)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		519		536		97.4551

		XW 2D (CAS 3D, Xiwang-2D)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		520		539		97.4567

		XW 2E (CAS 3E, Xiwang-2E)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		519		538		97.459

		XW 2B (CAS 3B, Xiwang-2B)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		520		539		97.4592

		XW 2F (CAS 3F, Xiwang-2F)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		520		540		97.4594

		DCBB (CAS 3G, Kaituo 1B)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		514		536		97.4602

		LilacSat 2 (CAS 3H, Zidingxiang 2)		CAS-3		9/19/15		China		520		541		97.4667

		BEESAT-4		BEESAT-4		6/22/16		Germany		496		519		97.4965

		Flock-2p 06 (Dove 0E19)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		500		514		97.5029

		Flock-2p 09 (Dove 0E26)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		500		514		97.503

		Flock-2p 02 (Dove 0E0E)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		498		515		97.5037

		GHGSat-D (Claire)		GHGSAT-D		6/22/16		Canada		500		511		97.5044

		Flock-2p 11 (Dove 0E30)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		496		518		97.5047

		Flock-2p 08 (Dove 0E20)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		499		514		97.5064

		Flock-2p 07 (Dove 0E1F)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		499		513		97.5066

		Flock-2p 03 (Dove 0E0F)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		499		513		97.5068

		Swayam				6/22/16		India		499		518		97.5068

		Flock-2p 04 (Dove 0E14)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		499		514		97.5069

		Flock-2p 05 (Dove 0E16)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		499		513		97.5081

		Flock-2p 01 (Dove 0E0D)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		499		513		97.5082

		Flock-2p 10 (Dove 0E2F)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		500		513		97.5087

		Flock-2p 12 (Dove 0E3A)		USASAT-30F		6/22/16		USA		498		514		97.5095

		SathyabamaSat (SB Sat)				6/22/16		India		500		517		97.5113

		AprizeSat 07		LATINSAT		11/21/13		Canada		590		1607		97.7024

		Brite-PL 1 (Lem, CanX 3C)		BRITE-PL		11/21/13		Poland		593		886		97.7773

		DOVE 3 (DOVE 0711)		DOVE3		11/21/13		USA		593		815		97.7847

		GOMX-1 (GATOSS)		GOMX-1		11/21/13		Denmark		593		819		97.7847

		DELFI-N3XT		DELFI-N3XT		11/21/13		Netherlands		593		779		97.7885

		TRITON 1		TRITON1		11/21/13		Netherlands		593		763		97.7901

		CINEMA 3 (KHUSAT 2)		KHUSAT-01		11/21/13		USA		593		747		97.7927

		CINEMA 3 (KHUSAT 2)		KHUSAT-01		11/21/13		South Korea		593		747		97.7927

		CINEMA 3 (KHUSAT 2)		KHUSAT-01		11/21/13		UK		593		747		97.7927

		CINEMA 2 (KHUSAT 1)		KHUSAT-01		11/21/13		USA		593		730		97.794

		CINEMA 2 (KHUSAT 1)		KHUSAT-01		11/21/13		South Korea		593		730		97.794

		CINEMA 2 (KHUSAT 1)		KHUSAT-01		11/21/13		UK		593		730		97.794

		CUBEBUG-2 (Manolito, LO 74, LUSAT-OSCAR 74)		CUBEBUG-2 (CUBEBUG-2-C)		11/21/13		Argentina		593		714		97.7954

		UWE-3		CUBESAT-UWE		11/21/13		Germany		593		699		97.7975

		First-MOVE		CUBESAT-FIRSTMOVE		11/21/13		Germany		593		698		97.7976

		HiNCube		HINCUBE		11/21/13		Norway		593		683		97.7977

		VELOX-P 2		VELOX-PII		11/21/13		Singapore		593		699		97.7978

		FUNCUBE-1		FUNCUBE-1		11/21/13		Netherlands		593		682		97.7987

		QubeScout S1 (QBScout S1)				11/21/13		USA		596		640		97.801

		DOVE 4 (DOVE 0712)		DOVE4		11/21/13		USA		590		639		97.8017

		AprizeSat 08		LATINSAT		11/21/13		USA		593		668		97.8017

		$50SAT (Eagle-2)				11/21/13		USA		596		639		97.8017

		ICube 1		ICUBE-1		11/21/13		Pakistan		590		639		97.8026

		PUCP-Sat1				11/21/13		Peru		589		639		97.8031

		Wren		WREN		11/21/13		Germany		593		639		97.8033

		UniSat 5		UNISAT-5		11/21/13		Italy		593		638		97.8033

		HUMSAT-D		HUMSAT-D		11/21/13		Spain		589		639		97.8035

		OPTOS		OPTOS		11/21/13		Spain		590		610		97.8092

		T-LogoQube BeakerSat-1 (Eagle-1, SWESat)				11/21/13		USA		597		639		97.8104

		ZACUBE-1 (South African CubeSat-1, TshepisoSat)		ZACUBE-1		11/21/13		South Africa		547		597		97.8146

		Sprout		SPROUT		5/24/14		Japan		614		637		97.8707

		COMPASS 1				4/28/08		Germany		617		664		97.9345

		PEHUENSAT-1 (PO-63)				1/10/07		Argentina		621		640		97.9422

		Brite-CA 1 (Toronto, CanX 3E)		BRITE-CANADA		6/19/14		Canada		613		738		97.9756

		UniSat 6		UNISAT-6		6/19/14		Italy		615		696		97.9774

		AprizeSat 09		LATINSAT		6/19/14		USA		613		714		97.9777

		AAU Sat II				4/28/08		Denmark		613		635		97.9787

		Tigrisat				6/19/14		Italy		610		697		97.9791

		AprizeSat 10		LATINSAT		6/19/14		USA		613		733		97.9799

		NanosatC-Br 1		NANOSATC-BR1		6/19/14		Brazil		605		620		97.9827

		QB50 P1 (EO 79, OSCAR 79)		QB50P		6/19/14		Belgium		604		620		97.9828

		QB50 P2 (EO 80, OSCAR 80)		QB50P		6/19/14		Belgium		606		621		97.9828

		Flock-1c 10 (Dove 090C)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		604		621		97.9847

		Duchifat 1		DUCHIFAT1		6/19/14		Israel		604		621		97.9851

		Flock-1c 04 (Dove 0906)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		606		622		97.9856

		Popsat-Hip1		POPSAT-HIP1		6/19/14		Singapore		604		622		97.9863

		Flock-1c 07 (Dove 0909)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		605		620		97.9874

		Flock-1c 01 (Dove 0903)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		604		621		97.9876

		Flock-1c 02 (Dove 0904)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		604		623		97.988

		PACE (Platform for Attitude Control Experiments)		PACE		6/19/14		Taiwan		604		621		97.9886

		Flock-1c 11 (Dove 090D)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		606		622		97.9888

		Flock-1c 05 (Dove 0907)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		606		624		97.9891

		Perseus-M 2				6/19/14		Russia		605		623		97.9893

		Perseus-M 2				6/19/14		USA		605		623		97.9893

		Flock-1c 06 (Dove 0908)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		607		622		97.9897

		Flock-1c 08 (Dove 090A)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		607		624		97.99

		Flock-1c 03 (Dove 0905)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		607		624		97.9904

		Antelsat		ANTELSAT		6/19/14		Uruguay		606		622		97.9905

		Perseus-M 1				6/19/14		Russia		606		625		97.9908

		Perseus-M 1				6/19/14		USA		606		625		97.9908

		Flock-1c 09 (Dove 090B)		USASAT-30F		6/19/14		USA		606		622		97.9909

		Bugsat 1 (Tita)		BUGSAT-1		6/19/14		Argentina		567		616		97.9912

		PolyITAN-1		POLYITAN-1		6/19/14		Ukraine		606		626		97.9915

		Tabletsat-Aurora		TABLETSAT-AURORA		6/19/14		Russia		583		617		97.9934

		SEEDS 2 (CO-66, Cubesat Oscar 66)		SEEDS		4/28/08		Japan		615		635		97.9961

		CUTE1.7 + APD II		CUTE1.7+APD II		4/28/08		Japan		618		636		98.0039

		CanX-6 (NTS)				4/28/08		Canada		615		637		98.0072

		CanX-6 (NTS)				4/28/08		USA		615		637		98.0072

		Delfi-C3 (DO-64)		DELFI-C3		4/28/08		Netherlands		614		635		98.0082

		Brite-PL 2 (Heweliusz, CanX 3D)		BRITE-PL		8/19/14		Poland		609		632		98.0243

		KKS-1 (Kiseki)		KKS-1		1/23/09		Japan		645		670		98.0309

		STARS 1 (KuKai)		STARS		1/23/09		Japan		642		666		98.0345

		Prism-1 (Hitomi)		Prism1		1/23/09		Japan		635		662		98.0469

		Deorbitsail (DOS)				7/10/15		UK		635		657		98.0489

		TurkSat-3USat		TURKSAT-3USAT		4/26/13		Turkey		633		653		98.0567

		CUBEBUG-1 (El Capit疣 Beto)		CUBEBUG-1		4/26/13		Argentina		628		652		98.076

		Nanosat 01		NANOSAT-1		12/18/04		Spain		657		666		98.0763

		CSTB (CubeSatTestBed1)				4/17/07		USA		649		768		98.0776

		SaudiComsat-4		SAUDISAT-4		4/17/07		Saudi Arabia		649		750		98.0797

		Aerocube 2		AEROCUBE		4/17/07		USA		649		768		98.08

		CP 4 (CP 2.1)				4/17/07		USA		648		770		98.0828

		SaudiComsat-6		SAUDISAT-6		4/17/07		Saudi Arabia		648		661		98.0848

		Libertad-1				4/17/07		Columbia		642		764		98.0852

		CP 3				4/17/07		USA		646		792		98.0852

		SaudiComsat-7				4/17/07		Saudi Arabia		653		737		98.088

		MAST		MAST		4/17/07		USA		649		780		98.0932

		CAPE-1				4/17/07		USA		647		792		98.0942

		Nanosat 1B				7/29/09		Spain		587		675		98.1144

		AprizeSat 03		LATINSAT		7/29/09		USA		564		678		98.1262

		ESTCUBE-1		ESTCUBE-1		5/7/13		Estonia		658		670		98.129

		AprizeSat 04		LATINSAT		7/29/09		USA		604		677		98.1309

		SaudiComsat-3				4/17/07		Saudi Arabia		651		719		98.1411

		TIsat-1 (Ticino Satellite)		TISAT-1		7/12/10		Switzerland		616		638		98.1494

		AISSat-1				7/12/10		Canada		619		636		98.1528

		STUDSat				7/12/10		India		622		637		98.1553

		Horyu-2		HORYU		5/17/12		Japan		662		675		98.1748

		Ncube 2				10/27/05		Norway		682		707		98.179

		UWE-1				10/27/05		Germany		682		705		98.1839

		XI-V (CO-58)		XI-V		10/27/05		Japan		682		708		98.1875

		CUTE1.7 + APD (CO-56)		CUTE-1.7		2/21/06		Japan		301		707		98.1906

		AprizeSat 02 (LatinSat-D)		LATINSAT		6/29/04		Argentina		572		707		98.1952

		AAU Sat IV		AAUSAT4		4/25/16		Denmark		439		685		98.2097

		e-st@r 2		E-STAR2		4/25/16		Italy		439		687		98.211

		OUFTI 1		OUFTI-1		4/25/16		Belgium		439		687		98.2117

		UniSat 3		UNISAT-6		6/29/04		Italy		696		797		98.2389

		SaudiComsat-5		SAUDISAT-5		4/17/07		Saudi Arabia		651		729		98.2494

		AMSAT Echo (AMSAT E, AO 51, AMSAT-OSCAR 51)		AMSAT-OSCAR-E		6/29/04		USA		697		816		98.253

		AISat-1				6/30/14		Germany		643		659		98.2536

		VELOX 1-NSAT		VELOX-1		6/30/14		Singapore		642		655		98.2544

		VELOX 1-PSAT (VELOX P3)		VELOX-1		6/30/14		Singapore		642		655		98.2544

		CanX-5		CANX-4-5		6/30/14		Canada		643		656		98.257

		SaudiComsat-2 				6/29/04		Saudi Arabia		700		779		98.2578

		AprizeSat 01 (LatinSat-C)		LATINSAT		6/29/04		Argentina		699		765		98.2608

		CanX-4		CANX-4-5		6/30/14		Canada		641		658		98.2613

		EduSAT				8/17/11		Italy		581		696		98.2615

		SaudiComsat-1				6/29/04		Saudi Arabia		699		749		98.2627

		AprizeSat 05		LATINSAT		8/17/11		USA		609		698		98.2716

		AprizeSat 05		LATINSAT		8/17/11		Canada		609		698		98.2716

		AprizeSat 06		LATINSAT		8/17/11		USA		626		697		98.2787

		AprizeSat 06		LATINSAT		8/17/11		Canada		626		697		98.2787

		UWE-2		CUBESAT-UWE-2		9/23/09		Germany		712		721		98.3136

		HITSAT 1 (Camatai, HITSAT-OSCAR 59, HO 59)		HIT-SAT		9/22/06		Japan		279		668		98.3257

		BEESAT				9/23/09		Germany		717		721		98.3292

		SwissCube 1		SWISSCUBE		9/23/09		Switzerland		713		723		98.3366

		ITﾜ-pSAT1 (ITU-pSAT-1)				9/23/09		Turkey		714		723		98.3371

		AISSat-2				7/8/14		Canada		625		631		98.4012

		UKUBE-1		UKUBE-1		7/8/14		UK		625		630		98.4032

		DX-1		DX1		7/8/14		Russia		625		635		98.4038

		STRaND 1		STRAND1		2/25/13		UK		771		782		98.6229

		AAU Sat III				2/25/13		Denmark		772		787		98.6298

		Brite-A 2 (UniBrite, CanX 3A)		BRITE		2/25/13		Austria		772		788		98.6326

		Brite-A 1 (TUG-SAT-1, CanX 3B)		BRITE		2/25/13		Austria		769		783		98.6405

		CanX-1				6/30/03		Canada		813		837		98.6982

		QuakeSat				6/30/03		USA		821		832		98.7229

		DTUSat 1				6/30/03		Denmark		817		829		98.7247

		CUTE-1 (CO-55)		CUTE-I		6/30/03		Japan		819		830		98.7264

		AAU Cubesat				6/30/03		Denmark		817		830		98.7308

		XI-IV (Oscar CO-57)		XI-IV		6/30/03		Japan		823		830		98.7631

		CP10 (ExoCube)				1/31/15		USA		437		670		99.1225

		GRIFEX				1/31/15		USA		439		669		99.1237

		FIREBIRD II (FU4)				1/31/15		USA		438		669		99.128

		FIREBIRD II (FU3)				1/31/15		USA		438		669		99.1309

		RAX-2				10/28/11		USA		458		816		101.695

		DICE 2 (Yahtzee)		DICE		10/28/11		USA		458		816		101.703

		Explorer-1 Prime F2 (E1P U2, HRBE)				10/28/11		USA		456		817		101.708

		M-Cubed / COVE		M-CUBED		10/28/11		USA		456		817		101.708

		DICE 1 (Farkle)		DICE		10/28/11		USA		458		815		101.709





Inclination

		Inclination		Satellites		Percentage				Note: For convenience, in the simulations a bin distribution of 5%,45%,5%,45% was used

		0-40		18		5%

		40-60		167		44%

		60-90		21		5%

		above 90		177		46%





Altitude

		Altitude		Satellites		Percentage

		below 500		225		59%

		500-750		145		38%

		750-1000		13		3%











